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AGENCE CLAIRE D

Creative workshop, consulting and development specialized in 

wine and spirits.

France

AGENCE DOJO

Specialist in the manufacture of metal parts on perfume bottles 

or bottles of spirits.

France

AMC INDUSTRIE

Cutting and processing of technical foams.

France

API GROUP

Leader in the manufacture of films for hot stamping: gold, silver, 

metallic color, matte satin, holographic, pigments, for the 

development of products and packaging.

United Kingdom

ASCENT GROUP LTD

Luxury goods packaging

China

AUTAJON 

Autajon is a manufacturer of folding cases, labels, boxes and 

POS for Perfumes & Cosmetics, the Pharmaceutical Industry, 

Wines & Spirits, as well as Confectionery & Food Specialties

France

BAGYBAG

Designer and manufacturer for soft luxury packaging

France

BDMO

Benelux market leader in luxury cardboard packaging for 

cosmetics, chocolates, gifts

Belgium

BILLERUDKORSNAS

Leader in renewable packaging equipment

Sweden

CARDBOX PACKAGING HOLDING GMBH

Cardbox Packaging is an international producer of sophisticated 

and high quality packaging.

Austria

CARTONAJES SALINAS S.L

Design, development and manufacture of luxury packaging 

(boxes and cartons) for different sectors: fashion, shoe, wine, 

gastronomy, perfumes, cosmetics …

Spain

CARTONNERIE DE L'ESPERANCE / CARTONNAGE CHAMPENOIS

Cardboard packaging manufacturing

France

CENTURY BOX

Production of a wide range of packaging solutions for retail 

trade (bags, boxes, cases, pouches, covers, accessories …)

Belgium

COFIMA SA

Manufacture of boxes and boxes made of wood / Creation / 

manufacture packaging

France

DIGITAL DECORATION

3D printing. Printing all media (silkscreen, offset, digital …)

France

DU CAJU PRINTING SA

Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and paper or 

paperboard packaging

Belgium

DURAN DOGAN

Litho-printed cardboard packaging: boxes, folding cartons, gift 

packs, displays. Premium printing, finishing. Innovation: no-foil 

metallization Gloss&Green®, for 100% recyclable glossy

packaging.

Turkey

ECKART GMBH

ECKART offers metallic and pearlescent pigments forthe printing 

industry, the paints and coatings, plastics, lightweight concrete 

and cosmetics Industries.

Germany
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EGISA - ENVASE GRAFICO INDUSTRIAL, SA

EGISA is a leading manufacturer of high quality folding 

cardboard boxes for the most prestigious brands of the 

fragance, cosmetic, wine, Champagne & spirits industries for 

more than 50 years.

Spain

ES PACK

Manufacture of made-to-measure luxury wooden boxes and 

crates. Study of shape and production, very good value for 

money. Alliance wood, cardboard, customized interior fittings.

All European standards

France

ESIREIMS

ESIReims, specialty packaging, affiliated with the Reims 

University, is the only school in Europe in the science of 

packaging. Each year we train 50 engineers who work in all 

domains of packaging industry: materials, manufacturers, 

cosmetics, pharmacology, food industry.  The School has an 

overriding commitment to research, innovation, and 

sustainability.

France

EUROTEXTILE

EUROTEXTILE is a well known company in France and abroad, 

specialized in the creation and production of tailored boxes, 

bags and pouches.

France

FLEET LUXURY PACKAGING

Specialiste in the manufacture, supply and distribution of a vast 

range of top quality products to meet the demands of luxury 

retail brands in fashion, cosmetics, jewellery and watches.

France

FOTOMECCANICA

Fotomeccanica is a dynamic and innovative company, 

specialized in metals chemical etching applied to several fields, 

such as design , fashion, industry and model collecting

Italy

GAINERIE MODERNE

Packaging Producers for luxury goods

Switzerland

GRAI IMRPIMEUR 

Specialized in the field of labels, printing and custom packaging

France

HEINZ GLAS

Glass bottles

France

HERTUS

Plastic injection, decoration, finishing. Metallization glass and 

plastic Laser

France

IMPACT EMOTION

Specialized in the custom-made manufacture of finishing 

accessories and gift items intended for the promotion of a 

brand or event.

France

IMPRIMERIE BILLET

Specialist in the printing of adhesive labels in sheets for 

champagne and all products derived from it.

France

INDUSTRIA GRAFICA EUROSTAMPA

Eurostampa is a family-owned company and global leader in the 

production of premium labels for wine, spirits, chocolate, food 

and cosmetics.

Italy

INSTITUT GEORGES CHAPPAZ DE LA VIGNE ET DU VIN EN 

CHAMPAGNE (URCA)

Georges Chappaz Institute of Vine and Wine in Champagne

France

ISEM SRL

Specialized in the production of luxury packaging: hard boxes 

and folding cases. From a blank sheet, we can reproduce any 

desired design through different technologies: lito, flexo; MAC, 

embossing and cutting

Italy
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KURZ FRANCE

Film manufacturer and world leader in hot stamping and cold 

transfer technology for the graphic, plastic, leather and textile 

industries.

France

LA CABANE BLEUE

Since its creation, in 1999, the Cabane Bleue creates and 

manufactures in France and in Europe communication objects 

of quality, useful and durable

France

LA PAPER FACTORY

Paper processor and manufacturer of all packaging solutions.

France

LA PAPOTERIE

Creator and manufacturer of high-end invitation cards, original 

greeting cards made in laser cutting. Nosu props you the 

exclusive and tailor-made creation of your model in the image 

of your event.

France

LABELYS GROUP

Adhesive labels

France

LE SANGLIER PACKAGING EDITION

Leader in the manufacture of folding cases in the world of 

luxury; Champagne, Spirits, Cosmetics … also in the luxury 

edition with high added value; Plaquette prestige, Commercial

brochures …

France

LEHMANN SA

The company Verrerie de la Marne proposes, through its 

assortment of products and its oenological brand: Lehmann 

Glass, a selection of innovative and quality tools dedicated to

tasting.

France

LUCRIN SA

Develops and manufactures your leather goods

Switzerland

MALA VERSCHLUSS-SYSTEME GMBH

Screw Caps

Germany

MD PACKAGING

Specialist in high-quality corrugated packaging for the packaging 

of champagne bottles, sparking wines and still wines.

France

MERKURY ATELIERS

Exceptional workmanship

Poland

MILES PROMOCEAN

Manufacturer of boxes, boxes, cases (presentation packaging)

France

MPP MY PLANET PACKAGING

Merchandising; shopping bags

France

NOR LINE & CO

Manufacturer of boties, boxes, cases (packaging presentation). 

POS, display stands. Manufacturer of briefcases, marmots.

France

NOVOBOX

Cardboard and wooden displays, metal boxes, wood effect, 

quality cardboard boxes.

France

OA 1710 - ORFEVRERIE D'ANJOU

Manufacture of miscellaneous metal articles

France

OLIVIER MAISONNEUVE

Olivier MAISONNEUVE specialized in textil decoration around a 

box, case, bottle, carafe. We offer decorative or technical 

closure systems for box. Laser cut, ribbons, printed ribbons, 

braid.

France

OUDIN

Design and Packaging

France
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PAPCART PACKAGING

Packaging manufacturer of compact and corrugatedboard

France

PARAGON ID

Paragon ID is the European leader for identification solutions, 

particularly for Transport & Smart Cities, e-ID, and Traceability 

& Brand Protection. Paragon ID is one of the largest RFID tags 

manufacturers in Europe.

France

PIM INDUSTRIE

Since 1961, our business is centered on plastic & metal high 

quality processing including silk-screen printing, engraving, 

varnishing, and embossing. We will advise you on types of 

stickers, POS advertising, metallic stamps/medals etc. to provide 

you the solution made in France tailored to your product and its 

promotional environment.

France

PNP AGENCY LIMITED

Asia-based image marketing specialist offering one of the best 

POS supply chains, promotional items and printing needs

China

POLLARD BOXES LTD

The Uk's best invested rigid box manufacturer

United Kingdom

PROCOP SAS / LCPC PAKAGING

PROCOP selects and supplies packaging papers and solutions for 

designers and printing specialists

France

PROPY DELTA

Packaging and packaging manufacturer

France

PUSTERLA 1880 SPA

Manufacture of covered mounted cabinets, folding cases, 

folding boxes mounted and printing.

Italy

SARL LIFTOP

Liftop has been developing a wide range of lifting and handling 

equipment for nearly 30 years, from standard to custom-made.

France

SATAB

SATAB offers innovative and technical textile solutions. Our 

ribbons become customized accessories that enhance your 

products and sign your creations through our personalized 

collections.

France

SATIMAT

Specialized in finishing. Surface treatment (peeling, pickling, 

lacquering) to personalization (screen printing, pad printing, hot 

stamping, digital printing)

France

SLEEVER INTERNATIONAL

Sleever International has been known and recognized as the 

creator and the leader of Sleeve Technology, develops, 

innovative and sophisticated decoration and marketing 

solutions for wine and spirits luxury brands.

France

SOCIETE DE MARQUAGE INDUSTRIEL

Decoration on packaging (marking, printing, sleeve, labels)

France

SODEM GMBH

Since 1974, SODEM has created refined packaging for 

internationally renowned manufacturers and famous luxury 

boutiques

Germany

THE PACKAGING HUB IRELAND

The Packaging Hub is a creative and innovative packaging, 

supply chain and logistics supplier. The solutions we offer 

enable our customers to concentrate on their core activity 

whilst we manage production of their packaging and supply 

globally.

Ireland

VAL LAQUAGE VT

Lacquering, pistolettage, silkscreening, hot stamping on all 

media: glass, plastic, metal parts

France
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VAUDAUX SA

Vaudaux puts on stage the most famous luxury Maisons for 

more than a century. The mastering and development of our 

Know-how allow us to create and to achieve boxes, displays, 

leather goods and to cover a large variety of objects of the 

highest quality in our Workshops.

Switzerland

VG ANGOULEME SAS

Manufacture of cases and boxes with or without PVC window in 

compact cardboard

France

WID GROUP

WID is a French company that develops innovative solutions for 

the authentication, identification and traceability by radio 

frequency of bottles of wine and spirits with high added value

France

ZANDERS

Zanders GmbH apporte son expertise et l'innovation à la 

fabrication de papiers et cartons spécialisés de haute qualité , 

spécialement conçu pour less étiquettes , l'emballage et les 

graphiques.

Germany
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